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Everything for
ON THE TRACK

in one Box!
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TECH-INFO

EN

OIL CHANGE IM AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
WHY A TRANSMISSION OIL CHANGE IS SO IMPORTANT!

2. Eine der Ursachen: 
Späne die durch den 
Abrieb im Getriebe 
durch die magnetische 
Ablassschraube 
angezogen wurden.

1. Häufige 
Schwachstelle: 

durch starke Ver-
schmutzungen werden 
die Gitter der Getriebe-

kanäle verstopft, was 
zum kompletten Ausfall 

führen kann.

Advantages Transmission 
Oil change

Transmission 
Oil flushing

Constant lubrication ✓ ✓
Consistent oil level ✓ ✓
Abrasive shavings are removed ✓ ✓

Residue free cleaning 
(used oil, clumps, abrasion) ✓

Mechanical problems detected at an early stage ✓
Service life is significantly extended ✓

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION. 
Today, a comfort system that has be-
come indispensable - in the past it was 
more of a luxury feature. However, they 
were installed more often than one would 
think and so the misbelief that automatic 
transmissions have an infinite life span 
also developed over time - far from it!

Especially with the age of the vehicle, the-
re is an enormous wear in the transmissi-
on. This manifests itself through unclean 
shifting, jerking during gear changes or 
the transmission shifting much too early 
or too late.

Due to the increasing age, the transmis-
sion oil loses viscosity (toughness of the 
fluid), which leads to reduced lubrication. 

The transmission therefore has to work 
harder and transmission oil combustion 
occurs. 
As a result, the oil level in the gearbox 
drops and causes greater wear. The ab-
rasion chips are carried along in the oil 
circuit, damage the working components 

and partially block the oil inflow paths. 
The end result: if no maintenance is car-
ried out, gearbox damage is inevitable.
It is therefore extremely important to 
change the oil in the gearbox regularly. 
Depending on the manufacturer‘s specifi-
cations, a maintenance interval of 60,000 

to 100,000 km or 3 to 5 years should be 
observed in order to maintain shifting 
comfort and care for the transmission.
The quality brand VAICO has been dealing 
with transmission components and main-
tenance parts for over a decade. 
Users and workshops benefit from the ex-
tensive „know-how“ of the transmission 
experts and at the same time benefit from 
the practice-oriented EXPERT KITS+.

With the EXPERT KITS+, VAICO offers 
comprehensive repair solutions, inclu-
ding gear oil changes. These transmis-
sion filter kits not only contain smaller 
components such as screws, filters and 
seals (composition depending on the 
transmission) but also several variants 
of the appropriate transmission oil in the 
correct change quantity (also available 
including flushing quantity).
(A gearbox oil change should only be carried out by specialist 
workshops)
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EN

OUR COLLECTION

THATS WHAT WE WILL OFFER YOU!
TRANSMISSION | 22101

With VAICO we offer you decades of ex-
perience in the field of gear units. 
That‘s why our Expert Kits+ of transmis-
sion filters are designed so that we can 
offer you something for every service le-
vel of transmission maintenance. 
Do you already have the transmission oil 
but all you need is the right set of parts? 

The EXPERT KITS+ products consist of:

Transmission 
filter

Oil flushing quantity

exact 
Oil change quantity

Mounting material

Seals

Oil pan gasket
(Transmission)Plug-in housing

Oil pan magnet

No problem with our basic Expert Kits 
variant (BEK): here you only get the parts 
set you need. 

Our standard kit, on the other hand, 
provides you with the exact amount of 
transmission oil you need to change the 
vehicle.

But if that is not enough, you also get our 
XXL version with the perfect change and 
flushing quantity for the vehicle trans-
mission. 

All our transmission filters Expert Kits+ 
can be found at: www.vierol-shop.de

About 230 EXPERT KITS+ and over 500 components at www.vierol-shop.de
VAICO‘S AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION OIL CHANGE

• high market coverage
• strong availability
• high wear resistance
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9G-TRONIC (725.0) S-TRONIC (DL501)

8HP45, 8HP45Z, 8HP50Z, 8HP70, 8HP70Z, 8HP75Z 7G-TRONIC (722.9)

EN

OUR TOP #4

PARTS KIT, AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION OIL CHANGE
TRANSMISSION | 22101

Mercedes-Benz C-Klasse (W203, W204, W205, A205, C204, C205, CL203, S203)  
 CLK (C209, A209), CLS (C218, C219, X218), G-Klasse (W463),
 E-Klasse (W211, W212, A207, C207, S211, S212)    
 S-Klasse (W220, W221, W222, V222, A217, C215, C216, C217)

X-Ref A 221 277 02 00 kit2* V30-2258

Mercedes-Benz C-Klasse (W205, A205, C205, S205), CLS (C218, X218)  
 E-Klasse (W212, W213, S213, A207, C207, C238, S212, S213)

X-Ref A 725 270 37 07 kit1* V30-2377

Audi 4 (8K2, 8KH, 8K5, B8), A5 (8T3, 8F7, 8TA)    
 A6 (4GH, 4GJ, 4G5, 4GD), A7 (4GA, 4GF), Q5 (8R)

X-Ref 0B5 325 330 A kit* V10-3220

BMW 1 (F20, F21), 2 (F22, F23, F45, F46, F87), 3 (F30, F31, F34, F80)  
 4 (F32, F33, F36, F82, F83), 5 (F07, F10, F11, G30, G31),   
 6 (F06, F12, F13, G32), 7 (F01, F02, F03, F04),    
 X1 (E84), X3 (F25, G01) X4 (F26), X5 (E70, F15, F85),   
 X6 (E71, E72, F16, F86)

X-Ref 24 11 8 612 901 kit* V20-2090
*every listed EXPERT KITS+ are available as XXL- and BEK-Version!

* For detailed vehicle information, please refer to the vehicle lists under www.vierol-shop.de. ** Vehicles in Germany, status 09/2020, Source: TecAlliance
Our general terms and conditions of sale and delivery as well as our warranty conditions apply, which are available for download on our website. Errors excepted. Reference numbers and names, with the exception of VIEROL AG, are for 
comparison only and may not be disclosed in invoices. They are non-binding and no indication of origin. © VIEROL AG
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DSG (DQ250)

EN

BEGINNER‘S PACKAGE (XS)
TRANSMISSION | 22101

Audi A3 (8P1, 8P7, 8V1, 8V7, 8VE, 8VK, 8VM, 8VS, 8PA, 8VA, 8VF), TT (8J3, 8N3, FV3, 8J9, 8N9, FV9)
Seat Alhambra (710, 711), Altea (5P1, 5P5, 5P8), Leon (1P1, 5F1, 5F5, 5F8), Toledo III (5P2), Toledo IV (KG3)
Škoda Octavia II (1Z3, 1Z5), Octavia III (5E3, 5E5), Suberb II (3T4, 3T5), Superb III (3V3, 3V5)
VW Caddy III (2KA, 2KB, 2KH, 2CA, 2CH, 2KJ, 2CB, 2CJ), Caddy IV (SAA, SAB, SAH, SAHJ) 
 Golf IV (1J1), Golf V (1K1, 1K5), Golf VI (5K1, 517, AJ5), Golf VII (5G1, BQ1, BE1, BE2) 
 Passat (362, 3C2, 3G2, 365, 3G5, 357, 365, 3C5, 3G5), Touran (1T1, 1T2, 1T3, 5T1)

VIO*** > 3.700.000

Content:
Hydraulic Filter (incl. seals ) 
V10-0440-1, X-Ref 02E 305 051 C 1 x
Transmission oil, TF DSG (1 Litre) 
V60-0118, X-Ref G05 252 9A2 6 x
Filling device (incl. 8 Adapters) 
V99-1017, X-Ref UNIVERSAL 1 x

X-Ref 02E 398 051 kit**

V10-9869*

OUR COLLECTION

*also available as Standard- (V10-3025), BEK- (V10-0440-1) and XXL-Version (V10-3025-XXL)! Filling device with 8 Adapters (V99-1017) and also with 14 Adapters (V99-1024) available!

+
6x

* For detailed vehicle information, please refer to the vehicle lists under www.vierol-shop.de. ** Vehicles in Germany, status 09/2020, Source: TecAlliance
Our general terms and conditions of sale and delivery as well as our warranty conditions apply, which are available for download on our website. Errors excepted. Reference numbers and names, with the exception of VIEROL AG, are for 
comparison only and may not be disclosed in invoices. They are non-binding and no indication of origin. © VIEROL AG


